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We introduce the field of Hamiltonian medicine, which centres on the roles of

genetic relatedness in human health and disease. Hamiltonian medicine rep-

resents the application of basic social-evolution theory, for interactions

involving kinship, to core issues in medicine such as pathogens, cancer, opti-

mal growth and mental illness. It encompasses three domains, which involve

conflict and cooperation between: (i) microbes or cancer cells, within humans,

(ii) genes expressed in humans, (iii) human individuals. A set of six core

principles, based on these domains and their interfaces, serves to conceptually

organize the field, and contextualize illustrative examples. The primary useful-

ness of Hamiltonian medicine is that, like Darwinian medicine more

generally, it provides novel insights into what data will be productive to

collect, to address important clinical and public health problems. Our syn-

thesis of this nascent field is intended predominantly for evolutionary and

behavioural biologists who aspire to address questions directly relevant to

human health and disease.
1. Introduction
The term Darwinian medicine refers to the application of evolutionary concepts

and tools to understand health and the causes and treatments of disease [1].

This field has been predicated on the roles of natural selection, and other evol-

utionary processes, in mediating disease risks and symptoms. In this context,

Darwinian medicine focuses mainly on the interfaces of fitness maximization,

by humans and their parasites, with deviations from health. Health is con-

sidered here, following the World Health Organization definition, as ‘a state

of complete physical, mental and social well-being and not merely the absence

of disease or infirmity’ [2, p. 1]. As described below, the correspondence of this

state with evolutionary concepts of fitness remains a matter for inquiry.

Humans are, of course, expected to maximize not simply fitness, but Hamil-

ton’s inclusive fitness, which integrates individual reproduction with effects on

reproduction of other individuals that may carry one’s genes identical by des-

cent [3,4]. A phenotype is thus favoured if benefits (b) multiplied by genetic

relatedness (r) to another individual, minus costs (c) to self, are greater than

zero (rb 2 c . 0), which represents Hamilton’s famous rule. Inclusive fitness

has been recognized by theorists and practitioners of Darwinian medicine as

a fundamental metric of natural selection [4]. However, its precepts have yet

to be systematically integrated into understanding the evolutionary bases of

human health and disease.

Foster [5] introduced the term Hamiltonian medicine originally to describe the

impacts on human infectious disease of evolution driven by social interactions

among microbes. In this review, we extend and generalize Foster’s concept of

Hamiltonian medicine to encompass the roles of genetic relatedness in all

aspects of human health and disease, including both infectious and non-

infectious causes. In doing so, we describe a set of central principles for

Hamiltonian medicine, which are intended to guide and structure its further

development. We emphasize that this perspective on health and disease centres

on empirically well-founded theoretical and analytic evolutionary tools for

application in conventional, mainstream medicine, rather than representing

any sort of alternative or complementary approach.

http://crossmark.crossref.org/dialog/?doi=10.1098/rstb.2013.0366&domain=pdf&date_stamp=2014-03-31
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This review is aimed mainly at researchers in evolutionary

and behavioural biology, who may be interested in ways to

extend their interests and studies into the spheres of medicine

and health. The definition and expansion of Hamiltonian

medicine as a field should also, however, provide new insights

into fundamental processes of evolution, given the impor-

tance of humans and microbes as well-understood systems

for basic research.
 hing.org
Phil.Trans.R.Soc.B

369:20130366
2. Domains of Hamiltonian medicine
Hamilton’s conception of inclusive fitness was of a quantity that

individuals behave as though they are maximizing, owing

to natural selection operating on differences among indivi-

duals in reproductive success summed across descendant

kin and effects on collateral kin, weighted by relatedness [6].

Hamiltonian medicine, like inclusive fitness theory, commonly

involves a gene-centric view of phenotypic effects and evolution,

in its emphasis on genetic relatedness. Alleles thus exert pheno-

typic effects that modify their rates of transmission, relative to

alternative alleles at the same locus, through effects on copies

of themselves in descendant or collateral kin.

Our first domain of Hamiltonian medicine corresponds to

interactions between cells. In this context, microbe-to-microbe

social interactions modulate microbial phenotypes that affect

the health of their human hosts. This domain corresponds

primarily to infectious diseases, as microbes can be trans-

mitted horizontally between human hosts. This domain

also applies, however, to social interactions between cancer

cells during the somatic evolution of carcinogenesis.

Analyses at the cellular level consider why and how cells

cooperate and compete as functions of genetic relatedness,

costs and benefits. Cooperation and competition directly

affect microbial transmission, virulence and resistance to

host defences. Microbe transmission, virulence and disease-

related adaptations additionally depend on the population

structure of their human hosts, because individual responses

to infection influence risks of disease in relatives [1]. Among

cancer cells, kinship-based cooperation and competition also

modulate cellular behaviour and resistance to chemotherapy.

The second domain corresponds to interactions among

genes. In this context, genes in the same individual can com-

pete as well as cooperate with one another, as functions of

their genetic relatednesses to social partners. Differences

between genes in relatedness to interactants can be caused

by variation in gene transmission (in particular, a gene trans-

mitted to a specific sex or expressed when inherited from a

specific sex) or gene matching (i.e. green beards [4]). As

described in more detail below, intragenomic conflict potenti-

ates the risks of disease and can magnify health impacts of

physiological dysregulation.

Our third domain corresponds to interactions among

humans. In this context, human-to-human social interactions

modulate human health and disease. Analyses at this level

consider why and how individuals compete and cooperate

as functions of genetic relatedness to their social interactants.

Such intergenomic conflict is expected whenever relatedness

between an actor and recipient is less than one, which is

almost always the case. As a result of such relatedness differ-

ences, the optimal phenotypes for a pair of interacting

individuals diverge, which may result in an increased risk

of disease for one of them or both.
These three domains delineate the overall scope of Ham-

iltonian medicine. We next describe a suite of core principles

for this field, with reference to relevant concepts and theory,

illustrative examples and consideration of how the field can

be advanced further.
3. Six principles of Hamiltonian medicine
(a) Relatedness between microbes mediates their

virulence, transmission dynamics and other effects
on hosts

Pathogenic microbes exhibit a broad swath of cooperative

social interactions that influence their means and abilities to

exploit human hosts [7–9] (table 1). Such cooperation normally

involves non-zero genetic relatedness, whereby altruistically or

mutualistically interacting cells tend to share an allele that is

associated with some behaviour, usually as a result of clonal

descent. For example, there are many examples in microbes

of individual cells in a clone sacrificing themselves to enhance

the survival and replication of clonemates, which presumably

increases the relative frequency of the altruistic allele, and the

clone, in future generations [7,8].

As in humans, cooperation in microbes commonly involves

a socially generated resource, such as shared, secreted gene

products, that can be exploited by ‘cheater’ genotypes that

reap the benefits of cooperation but avoid its costs. Such cheat-

ing, in turn, selects for mechanisms that limit losses to

exploitation, such as repression of cheaters, pleiotropy between

cooperative and functionally essential traits, and highly con-

ditional regulation of cooperative phenotypes [9,30,31]. These

microbial behaviours modulate human infectious disease,

because such social and antisocial traits directly affect

microbial population dynamics, virulence, transmission and

the efficacy of human strategies for reducing the health impacts

of infectious diseases [7,8].

Infectious disease virulence, a major determinant of health

effects, may be associated with microbial intrahost genetic

relatedness in at least three different ways, from current

theory. First, virulence may be inversely associated with

genetic relatedness, if microbial genotypes compete more

strongly to exploit host resources owing to intrahost inter-

actions with non-relatives [32–34]. Alternatively, virulence

may be higher with closer relatedness, when cooperation

between related microbes increases their abilities to reproduce

rapidly and better-exploit human hosts [35]. Third, the relation-

ship between virulence and relatedness may under some

circumstances be U-shaped, with lower virulence under inter-

mediate levels of relatedness [10]. The realization of these

alternative expectations in natural populations should

depend, in part, upon the mechanisms of cooperation and com-

petition, or cheating, for any given microbe–host interactions,

which determine how microbial behaviours affect their popu-

lation dynamics [34]. For example, higher relatedness may

favour virulence when microbial replication within a host

depends more strongly on cooperation, but lower relatedness

may favour virulence under selection for more rapid, though

less efficient, host resource use. Additionally, when lower

relatedness is linked with a higher frequency of cheating,

virulence may be some frequency-dependent function of

cooperators and cheaters [36]. As expected, given these con-

siderations, some microbes exhibit adaptations interpretable



Table 1. Microbial social behaviour and its relevance to human health and infectious disease.

microbial social behaviour relevance to health relevance to treatment reference

altruistic or spiteful secretion of

bacteriocins to kill competing

strains

secretions directly mediate microbial

population dynamics

develop bacteriocins as narrow or broad

spectrum antibiotics

[10,11]

altruistic dormancy, which spares

resources for relatives

dormancy may complicate clearance of

infections by antibiotics

manipulate dormancy systems [8,12]

kin discrimination discrimination allows conditional

adjustment of behaviour with regard

to relatedness

manipulate discrimination systems to reduce

virulence

[13]

more efficient, faster growth with

higher relatedness

virulence covaries positively with

microbial relatedness in an infection

increase genotypic diversity in an infection;

manipulate kinship cues

[8]

prudent resource use under rate –

efficiency trade-off and high

relatedness

prudence may increase or decrease

virulence or chronic persistence

manipulate mechanisms of trade-offs [8]

biofilm production biofilms protect microbes from harsh

environments, enhance growth and

persistence

develop means of disrupting biofilm

production, maintenance

[14,15]

coerced horizontal transfer of

virulence factor genes

transfers increase virulence manipulate mechanisms of transfer [16 – 18]

cooperator secretion of public

goods; cheater exploitation

public goods foster virulence inoculate with cheater strains; treat with factors

that favour cheaters; target public goods

rather than microbes

[19 – 22]

altruistic suicide of microbes

infected with phage

suicide favours survival of clonemates manipulate cues for suicide [23 – 25]

quorum sensing via diffusible

signalling molecules

between-cell communication enhances

regulation of growth and virulence

manipulate (‘quench’) quorum sensing systems [26 – 29]
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as recognition of clonemates [9,18,37]; in other species,

adaptive virulence-related behaviour may be associated with

long-term population-typical levels of relatedness within

hosts, without kin recognition per se.

Extending and testing inclusive fitness theory for the

evolution of virulence, and elucidating the different behav-

ioural, ecological and evolutionary conditions that yield

different relationships between virulence and genetic related-

ness, remain major challenges for students of microbial

sociality [35,38,39]. As for macroscopic social creatures, con-

trol of social phenotypes, and specification of relatedness

salient to applying Hamilton’s rule, assume central impor-

tance. For example, microbial cells commonly engage in

horizontal gene transfer of plasmids or other elements that

encode virulence factors [18]; such transfers may be under

the control of genes in the transmitted DNA, and may

coerce recipient cells into social cooperation [16,17]. Such

phenomena also represent social transmission of relatedness

itself, as microbes become genetically related via horizontal

transfer, for the locus under consideration [17,40]. Hamilton’s

rule may also be more complicated in microbes owing to a

high incidence of strong, non-additive selection effects,

which necessitates adjustments to rb 2 c . 0 for prediction

of behavioural phenotypes [41]. Finally, microbial social be-

haviour and virulence depend crucially on the spatial scales
of competitive and cooperative interactions among relatives,

given that microbes live in such dense, ecologically interac-

tive groups [42]; competition among relatives may thus

suppress the evolution of cooperation in some conditions or

select for microbial traits, such as quiescent ‘resister’ cells or

programmed cell death, that reduce its effects [8,9].

Thus far, Hamiltonian-medical studies of microbes have

centred on pathogenic bacteria, and on considerations from

evolutionary theory more than ecology. However, pathogenic

microbes are usually close phylogenetic relatives of human

commensal or mutualistic microbes [43], pathogenic and

mutualistic microbes frequently exist along continua even

within nominal microbial ‘species’ [43,44], and mutualistic

components of the human microbiome appear to exert

health impacts at least as powerful as those from pathogens

[45]. Can considerations from Hamiltonian medicine help to

explain cooperation and competition in mutualistic human

microbes, and transitions between mutualism and pathogen-

icity in different ecological and evolutionary contexts [44]?

How do ecological–evolutionary feedbacks, which should

be especially strong among bacteria, mediate social bacterial

phenotypes [46,47]? To what extent, and in what ways, do

competition and cooperation among viruses influence their

virulence and transmission [48,49]? Table 1 summarizes

microbial social behaviours, their relevance to health, and
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their potential usefulness for the prevention and control of

infectious disease, to motivate further progress in this key

area of Hamiltonian medicine.
royalsocietypublishing.org
Phil.Trans.R.Soc.B

369:20130366
(b) Human kinship structure mediates symptoms,
virulence and transmission of pathogens
and defence mechanisms

Hamilton’s key insight for understanding social evolution

was that genetic relatedness mediates fitness-related behav-

iour in mathematically predictable ways. For analysing

health from a Hamiltonian perspective, it is essential to recog-

nize that ‘behaviour’ includes all disease-related phenotypes

with effects on kin, be they immune defences or responses,

disease symptoms, social interactions that modulate trans-

mission or differential patterns of investment and trade-offs

regarding growth, maintenance and reproduction.

As microbial relatedness affects human health, so human

relatedness also affects infectious disease risks, transmission

and symptoms. Human relatedness influences disease because

in groups structured by kinship, immune system functions,

host-expressed disease phenotypes and adaptations of

hosts to avoid, resist or fight disease represent social traits

with strong effects expected on relatives [32–34,50]. Host

adaptations to reduce deleterious effects from infectious

disease include resistance (avoiding infection, or investing in

immune responses to clear it from the body) and tolerance

(mitigating the detrimental effects of infection, without clear-

ance). Frank [32] used an inclusive-fitness model to show

that higher relatedness selects for increased investment in

resistance (avoidance of infection, in this case, through induc-

tion of immunity). Such resistance strategies may include

altruistic, disease-related responses and behaviour by human

hosts, which reduce pathogen transmission to kin [25,51,52].

Relatedness structure is also predicted to restrict the evolution

of tolerance [51,52], in part, because tolerant individuals

remain infectious. Such effects may be especially important

owing to widespread trade-offs of investment in immune func-

tions with investment in growth and reproduction, the usual

two contexts for consideration of maximizing inclusive fitness.

Best et al. [53] corroborated Frank’s results, and also

showed, using a coevolutionary model, that more-local,

among-relative interactions favour reduced parasite transmis-

sibility and virulence. These findings are important because

increased admixture, as found in present-day populations,

is predicted by their model to favour a combination of high

pathogen virulence and transmissibility with reduced host

resistance to infection, precisely the conditions that favour

human pandemics with high rates of mortality.

Transmission dynamics of disease, and the evolution of

alleles that influence disease resistance, are also mediated

by relatedness, because alleles that protect an individual

from disease will also protect their family members who

share copies identical by descent. Schliekelman [54] showed

that the strength of selection for resistance depends crucially

on how resistance alleles influence between-family trans-

mission rates relative to within-family transmission. Such

rates have been measured, demonstrating strong effects of

kinship structure; for example, transmission of Yersinia
pestis (plague) between households in England during the

late seventeenth century was ‘usually achieved by visiting

close relatives’ [55, p. 135].
Finally, Williams & Nesse [1] pointed out that symptoms

of disease that appear to represent manipulations of hosts by

pathogens, such as coughing and sneezing, may exhibit large

benefits to pathogens but low costs to hosts unless such

symptoms differentially impact upon the host’s kin. These

considerations indicate that inclusive-fitness effects may

influence all human disease-related phenotypes that modify

rates of transmission, because humans live in kinship-

structured groups. As for conflict situations within species,

the outcomes of pathogen-versus-host conflicts over disease

symptoms that affect transmission depend upon the strengths

of selection on both parties, and the phenotypic strategies

available to them; in this context, to what extent do disease

symptoms represent effects of selection involving relatives?

The study of kinship effects in pathogenic microbes offers

outstanding opportunities for evolutionary biologists, ecolo-

gists and behavioural biologists who are willing to train in

microbiology, molecular biology or epidemiology. Research

in several groups [8,9] represents exemplars for success in

such interdisciplinary studies.

(c) Inclusive-fitness effects mediate growth, and
resistance to treatment, of cancer cells

Applications of social–behavioural perspectives, and evol-

utionary medicine, to the study of carcinogenesis have thus

far focused predominantly on three areas: (i) natural selec-

tion between genetically divergent cancer cell lineages for

phenotypes that increase their replication rate, (ii) cancer

cell competition with normal cells and (iii) cooperation

among cancer cells, which has been suggested to generate

‘tumour cell societies’ [56–60]. Such studies have highlighted

the causes and effects of genetic heterogeneity among cells

within a tumour, and the molecular mechanisms whereby

cells interact with one another positively or negatively, but

explicit considerations from inclusive fitness theory have,

surprisingly, yet to be applied.

Genetic relatedness among cancer cells is essentially the

same as for groups of microbes: a cell harbouring an allele

that controls some phenotype is related by 1 to other, recipient

cells with the same allele (identical by descent or horizontal

transfer [61]), and by 0 to any given cell with an alternative

allele. In mixed-genotype, local groups of cells, relatedness is

between 0 and 1, because the effects of a focal cell’s allele

impact upon cells that do, and do not, bear it.

How do more or less related cancer cells interact, in a be-

havioural sense? Like microbes, they express cell-surface

molecules, and secrete diffusible products (public goods),

that modulate the behaviour (gene expression patterns, and

interactive phenotypes) of nearby cells, as well as modify

their environments [62–65]. Cancer cells also, like microbes,

form heterogeneous, three-dimensional structures, compris-

ing mixtures of cells that differ in genotype and phenotype

[56]. Such cells may differ phenotypically from one another

in socially relevant ways: for example, tumours remain very

small until some cells undergo an ‘angiogenic switch’ to spe-

cializing in the development of tissue that serves as blood

vessels, providing nutrients and disposing of waste [60].

This morphogenetic variation appears to represent a form

of cellular division of labour involving trade-offs between

proliferation and food-provisioning, with angiogenesis as

an altruistic phenotype that should be susceptible to the sec-

ondary invasion of ‘cheater’ clones that exploit the resources



Table 2. Parallels between cancer cells and microbial cells, with regard to kinship-related social behaviours that impact upon human health.

cancer-cell social behaviour microbial parallel
reference, for
cancer cells

cellular secretion of chemicals that modify the survival, growth and behaviour

of other cells (clonemates, other cancer cells and normal cells)

bateriocins, public goods, chemical

signalling

[59,64,65,70]

quorum sensing modulation of patterns of cell growth, quiescence, dispersal

and stem cell immortalization

quorum sensing that modulates

growth, behaviour and virulence

[63,71]

differentiation of some cells into less-reproductive ‘helper’ cells (e.g. the

angiogenic switch)

differentiated, less-reproductive

microbial cells

[60]

mutualistic and altruistic cell – cell cooperation, usually within clones diverse forms [57,72]

mutualistic and altruistic interactions in groups of cells that express group-

level phenotypes; groups may comprise clones or clonal mixtures

multicellular phenotypes in many

bacteria

[56,60,63,73,74]

cooperative stress responses among interacting cells, mediating the evolution

of drug resistance

social evolution of antibiotic resistance [75]

horizontal gene transfer mediation of cell survival and growth horizontal transfer of plasmids and

other sources of DNA

[61,76,77]

altruistic dispersal, whereby dispersal of some cells frees up resources for

clonemates (?)

may operate in context of biofilms,

other groupings

n.a.

altruistic suicide, whereby programmed cell death frees up resources for

clonemates in stressful conditions (?)

reported in some bacteria n.a.
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provided [60]. Indeed, ‘angiogenic potential relies on coopera-

tive production of the angiogenic signal’ [60], in the same

way that shared, secreted products mediate many social

interactions among pathogenic microbes.

Nagy [66,67] used mathematical models of competition

between cancer cell types, in relation to degrees of vascular-

ization and overall tumour growth, to analyse the expected

dynamics of such trade-offs. His models demonstrated that

competition between cancer cell lineages could lead to the

development of highly proliferative ‘hypertumours’, that out-

compete and destroy earlier-developing cancer tissue, and

then either self-destruct owing to their lack of capacity for

angiogenesis, or persist with other tumour tissue at a fre-

quency-dependent equilibrium. The somatic evolution of

hypertumours is consistent with examples of spontaneous

regression, and areas of necrosis, in neuroblastoma and

other cancers [66], but it remains to be studied in detail.

Hypertumours represent one possible trajectory of inter-

actions within and between cancer cell genotypes and

lineages; presumably, other, less dramatic competitive and

cooperative cellular–behavioural phenotypes modulate car-

cinogenesis from inception to regression or malignancy.

Another potential example involves benefits provided to

cancer stem cells from clonally related, partially differentiated

cells (cancer cell ‘helpers at the nest’, as it were) [68]; this process

has been demonstrated in simulations [69], and may be of con-

siderable significance for cancer cell behaviour and evolution.

Taken together, these considerations suggest that the

evolution of cancer cells resembles the evolution of microbes

in fundamental ways (table 2), despite the fact that cancer cell

evolution proceeds de novo in each instance of carcinogenesis

and involves somatic-evolutionary cooption of genes and

pathways that evolved in the contexts of normal cellular

activities. Transmissible cancers in domestic dogs and

Tasmanian devils [78], indeed, represent empirical bridges
between infectious disease and carcinogenesis, as does the

application of experimental–evolutionary methods [79], and

the development of relatively ‘evolution-proof’ therapeutic

agents that delay or preclude the evolution of resistance [80].

Microbes themselves may even be subjected to cancer-like over-

growth by ‘rogue lineages’ [81], whose control and dynamics

should provide insights into repression of over-proliferating

cells much more generally [81,82].

Conceptualization and modelling of cancer cell popu-

lation dynamics in terms of inclusive fitness theory, and

relatedness-based cooperative and competitive behaviour,

should lead to novel insights with direct implications for

therapy. Organism-level researchers seeking to contribute to

this research area will need to invest heavily in learning

cancer biology, and research with the strongest impacts will

probably involve empirical work by integrative teams.

(d) Intragenomic conflicts mediate disease risks
and phenotypes

Intragenomic conflict follows directly from a Hamiltonian

gene’s eye view of evolution [83]. By this process, divergence

of genetic interests is caused by differences between sets of

genes in either transmission pattern or gene matching (via

green-beard genes), resulting in differential relatedness of

focal genes to social interactants of their carriers [4]. For

example, female full sibs in eutherian mammals are related

by 3/4 for X-linked genes, but by 1/2 for autosomal genes;

such genomic factions [84] may thus be in conflict over

some phenotype if rb 2 c . 0 for one party but not for the

other. More generally, genes coding for a particular pheno-

type are in conflict when the phenotypic value that

maximizes the replication of one gene is different from the

phenotype that maximizes the replication of the other (differ-

ently inherited or related) gene. By this process, alleles that



IF
ra

a and b more

rb

more less

no conflict no conflict

a and b less

rmo = 1/2

rpo = 0

ruo = 1/4

help(a) (b) (c)help female-sibs help matrisibs

B
–C

0

rm = 1

rx = 5/8

ra = 1/2

ry = 0

rB – C = 0

rB – C > 0

rB – C < 0

Ba*

ha* hx* hmo* hpo*ha*

Ba*Bm* Bmo* Buo* BBx*Bb*

hb*h

B

b less

a more

conflict

conflict a–b conflict
autosome versus X-chromosome

hm* ha*

conflict
autosome versus mitochondria

h

h

gene in X-chomosome selected for more
help to sisters than gene in autosome 

gene in mitochondria selected for more
help to sisters than gene in autosome 

conflict
maternally versus paternally inherited

hm* ha*

conflict
maternally inherited versus unimprinted

h

h

maternally inherited gene selected for more
help to matrisibs than paternally inherited gene 

maternally inherited gene selected for more
help to matrisibs than unimprinted genes 

Figure 1. Conflict between genes underpinning helping behaviour. The x-axis represents the benefit experienced by the recipient of help (B), while the y-axis
represents the inclusive fitness of the actor (IF). The evolutionarily stable strategy corresponds to the case IF ¼ rB – C ¼ 0, where C is the cost experienced
by the actor, and r is the coefficient of relatedness. This graphically corresponds to the point where the IF-line intersects the 0-line. When IF , 0 a gene is selected
for less help, when IF . 0 a gene is selected for more help. (a) This figure corresponds to two generic genes, a and b, coding for help. Genes are under different
selective pressure when their relatedness to recipients differs, i.e. ra= rb. When relatedness of gene a is greater than that of gene b, i.e. ra . rb, the optimal
benefit for gene a is smaller than that for gene b, i.e. B�a , B�b , and gene a is selected for more help than gene b is. The region where genes a and b are selected
for different help is a region of conflict (in grey in the figures). (b) This figure corresponds to genes coding for help directed to female siblings. Mitochondrial genes
(m) are selected for more help than X-linked genes (x). X-linked genes are selected for more help than autosomal genes (a). Autosomal genes are selected for more
help than Y-linked genes ( y). As a result, depending on the current level of help, there can be conflict between any of these pairs of genes, namely: m versus x, x
versus a, a versus y, m versus a, m versus y, x versus y. (c) This figure corresponds to genes coding for help directed to maternal siblings. Genes of maternal origin
(mo) are selected for more help than those of unknown origin (uo). Genes of unknown origin are selected for more help than those of paternal origin (po). As a
result, depending on the current level of help, there can be conflict between any of these pairs of genes, namely: mo versus uo, uo versus po, mo versus po.
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advance their own representation in future generations can,

in some circumstances, increase in prevalence even if they

increase risks of disease.

Differences in relatedness may lead individual genomes to

show signs of conflict between autosomal, sex-chromosomal

and mitochondrial genes (figure 1). For example, consider altru-

ism towards female siblings. Mitochondrial genes favour the

greatest level of altruism, whereas Y-chromosomal genes

favour the lowest. Conflict may also exist between maternally

inherited genes, paternally inherited genes, and genes that

do not carry information on their parental origin. Consider,

for example, altruism towards matrilineal sibs. Maternally

inherited genes favour the greatest level of altruism while pater-

nally inherited genes favour the lowest. Finally, genomes can

show signs of conflict between a specific allele that recognizes

itself in a social partner (a ‘green-beard gene’) and an allele

that does not [4,85,86].

In the context of intragenomic conflicts, the genome can be

considered as a social system of cooperating and competing, yet

mutually dependent, genes and pathways comprising different

factions according to their autosomal, sex-chromosomal or

cytoplasmic locations, and their paternal or maternal

expression [84,87]. Health and disease impacts follow directly

from effects of the resulting genic behaviour on relative fitness.
The outcome or resolution of intragenomic conflict

should depend on which set of genes controls the resulting

phenotype. For example, control of phenotypic values

should be influenced by the number of genes included in

each set [4]. For this reason, many instances of conflict

between autosomal and sex-chromosomal or mitochondrial

genes should, in theory, be resolved to the advantage of auto-

somal genes [87,88]. By contrast, the number of maternally

and paternally inherited genes will be almost evenly split

(evenly in females, but unevenly in males who have a slightly

larger number of maternally inherited genes) and thus resol-

ution of such conflicts will depend on the specific phenotype

coded for and the details of molecular interactions.

Intragenomic conflict can increase the risks of disease in

several ways. First, such conflicts are expected to result in

the evolution of novel, conflict-related genetic and epigenetic

regulatory mechanisms. The increased complexity of these

regulatory mechanisms may enhance the probability of dys-

regulation, compared with non-conflictual situations [89–91].

Second, intragenomic conflict may cause decanalization of

developmental trajectories and functions [92]. By this mechan-

ism, any degree of conflict results in escalated expression of

antagonistic genes, or selection for other means of ‘winning’.

The extent to which this escalation continues is determined
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not by the extent of the conflict, but by the costs of enhanced

expression of each antagonistic gene. As a result, a perturbation

to the dynamic equilibria established by genes in intragenomic

conflict tends to result in pathologies more often, and

more extreme, than perturbations to genes not in conflict

[88,93]. Silver–Russell undergrowth syndrome and Beckwith–

Wiedemann overgrowth syndrome represent paradigmatic

examples of pathologies caused by the dysregulation of

imprinted-gene conflict systems, here mediated predominantly

by alterations at the imprinted domains IGF2/H19 and

CDKN1C/KCNQ1OT1 [94,95].

Third, intragenomic conflicts should involve antagonistic

selection for effects as early in development as possible, and

selection for control over the dynamics of stem cells. Such effects

are expected because during development, power over pheno-

types is commonly (i) some function of time, because events

earlier in ontogeny have larger, more-cascading effects, and (ii)

some function of control over rates and patterns of cell

and tissue proliferation, because this is how organisms grow

and differentiate. This prediction is well supported by recent

studies showing that in a wide range of human tissues,

imprinted genes orchestrate stem cell replication versus inhi-

bition [96–98], and by the observation that imprinted genes

exert especially pervasive effects on placental development, at

the start of fetal growth and development [99,100]. Imprinted-

gene conflicts will therefore be especially important in mediating

causes of variation in physical health, because so many human

health outcomes are highly dependent on early-life events and

phenotypes such as placental function and birth weight [101],

and on the roles of stem cells in tissue renewal and repair.

Consider, as an example, intragenomic conflict between

maternally and paternally expressed imprinted genes, in a

fetus, over taking resources from the mother. Maternally inher-

ited genes in the fetus are selected to extract less resources from

the mother than are paternally inherited genes, owing to their

evolutionary history of higher relatedness to matrilineal kin

under some degree of multiple paternity. This conflict has

two effects. First, within a locus it drives the silencing of the

gene coding for a lower level of expression (i.e. the maternally

inherited copy if the gene codes for extraction of maternal

resources, and the paternally inherited copy if the gene codes

for preserving maternal resources) [102]. Second, between

loci, the conflict drives an escalation in the expression of loci

coding for opposing phenotypes.

For the specific phenotype ‘maternal blood pressure’

during mid to late pregnancy, a higher value translates into

a greater amount of nutrients reaching the fetus. A locus

coding for higher blood pressure is thus expected to be pater-

nally expressed only, as a result of intralocus conflict. A locus

coding for the opposite phenotype, lower blood pressure, is

expected to be maternally expressed. Both loci will be selected

to escalate their levels of expression as a result of interlocus

conflict [103]. A loss of function mutation in an allele at a

non-conflict locus should have small phenotypic effects, as

the other allele would be expressed. However, at a conflict

locus, there would be twofold effects: (i) because the locus is

functionally haploid, the gene product would be missing

when the mutation is maternally inherited, and (ii) because

there is a dynamic, tug-of-war equilibrium driven by tension

between high and low blood pressure loci, a reduction in the

production of gene products favouring low blood pressure

should result in large-scale pathology, here leading poten-

tially to pre-eclampsia. A set of pre-eclampsia-related genes
are indeed imprinted [104], and moderately but not overly

high maternal blood pressure results in higher than normal

birth weight [105].

In contrast to situations involving the mother and fetus,

mathematical modelling suggests that maternally inherited

genes expressed at adult stages may in some circumstances

be less related to infants and juveniles in their social group

than are paternally inherited genes [106,107]. Paternally

inherited genes in adults may thus be selected to promote

more altruism (e.g. communal parental care) towards infants

and juveniles in their social group than are maternally inher-

ited genes. For the phenotype ‘female fertility’, this situation

translates into higher production of one’s own offspring and

thus less provision of communal care versus production of

fewer offspring and thus greater provision of communal care.

A locus coding for higher fertility may be predicted to be

paternally silenced, as a result of intragenomic conflict. How-

ever, a locus coding for the opposite phenotype, lower

fertility, is expected to be maternally silenced [108]. Both loci

will be selected to escalate their levels of expression as a result

of interlocus conflict. A loss of function mutation at a locus

coding for fertility is expected to have the twofold effect usual

in conflictual loci: loss of that particular gene product when

maternally inherited owing to functionally haploidy, and a cas-

cade of pathologies related to low fertility (including premature

ovarian failure) owing to disequilibria between genes coding for

higher and lower fertility [108]. These examples also illustrate

how for imprinted genes, theory can predict the forms of patho-

logical phenotypes expected under dysregulation, which

provides for tight links between theory and clinical medicine.

Imprinted genes are strikingly understudied from evol-

utionary perspectives, despite the support for the kinship

theory of imprinting as regards growth, and the considerable

importance of such genes for growth, cancer and metabolic

disease [89,109]. The perspective that genes themselves exhi-

bit conflictual and cooperative behaviour [110] should

motivate behavioural and evolutionary biologists to analyse

the molecular mechanisms by which they socially interact,

and thereby mediate health and disease.
(e) Resource-related conflicts between relatives,
especially mother – offspring conflict, potentiate
and modulate disease risks

Cooperation between genetically related individuals represents

the original context of Hamilton’s inclusive fitness theory,

which was developed to help understand the otherwise-para-

doxical evolution of altruism. Trivers [111] was the first to

emphasize that close relatives are also commonly close compe-

titors, and that many parent–offspring and sib–sib interactions

can be interpreted in the context of more or less restrained con-

flicts. Considering a particular phenotype resulting from the

interaction of two individuals, the phenotypic value that maxi-

mizes the inclusive fitness of one individual might be different

from the value that maximizes the inclusive fitness of the other

individual. There is thus a region of the phenotypic space where

changes in value increase the inclusive fitness of one individual

at the expense of the other. Which phenotypic value will be ulti-

mately expressed is conditional on the strengths of selection on

the two parties, and which individual has greater control over

the phenotype. Thus, one individual may end up gaining con-

trol of phenotypic expression, owing to physical and
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physiological asymmetries. Such conflicts are based on identical

relatedness to social interactants across non-imprinted autoso-

mal genes, the numerically predominant agents in genomes,

which are expected to agree on tactics of social behaviour

towards kin.

Conflicts between kin are relevant from a medical perspec-

tive because they may increase the risks of developing

diseases that are associated with changes to inclusive fitness.

Such changes commonly involve control over resources vital

to growth and development. For example, Haig [112] demon-

strated that many of the major disorders of human pregnancy,

including gestational diabetes, pre-eclampsia and intrauterine

growth restriction, could be understood to result, in part, from

mother–offspring conflicts over maternal resources during

pregnancy. Considering, for example, the phenotype ‘glucose

levels in maternal blood’, the fetus is selected to maintain

higher levels of glucose (by placental release of chemicals into

maternal blood that increase her resistance to insulin), than

the mother is selected to maintain. The mother therefore pro-

duces more insulin. Health sequelae result if this evolved tug-

of-war system becomes dysregulated, or if the fetus ‘wins’

such that the mother develops gestational diabetes. Comparable

conflicts between relatives are expected whenever they compete

for fitness-related resources, with the outcomes of conflict

mediating vulnerability and phenotypes of disease.

( f ) Social interactions with kin early in life generate
and exacerbate risks of mental disorders

Mother–offspring conflicts may be psychological as well as

physiological. Parturition represents a transition point between

conflicts over physical resource investment, with an offspring

advantage in some regards, and conflicts over behavioural

and psychological interactions, with predominant maternal

control over most activities. As the placenta and breast provide

energetic resources to the developing offspring, psychological

interactions, especially with the mother, provide cognitive

and emotional resources that support early childhood psycho-

logical development, with lifelong impacts on psychological

health and well-being.

John Bowlby’s concept of attachment—child psychological

bonding that promotes optimal development of social cogni-

tion and emotion—serves as a primary construct and metric

for understanding mother–offspring interactions and their con-

sequences [113,114]. Child attachment may be (i) secure, such

that the child develops an ongoing expectation of investment

from the mother, or insecure, either (ii) anxious–insecure,

whereby children suffering unmet solicitation of needs express

increased distress and contact-seeking, combined with anger

and ambivalence or (iii) avoidant–insecure, whereby children

with unsatisfied expectations come to avoid and reject carers

[115]. The former category can be interpreted as active attempts

to improve a suboptimal situation for the child, whereas the

latter may represent behaviour designed to avoid making a

bad situation worse [114,116]. Despite the fact that such inse-

cure attachment is strongly associated with a broad set of

psychological and psychiatric disorders [117,118], its incidence

is remarkably high, on the order of one-third of children [119].

How do these considerations involve inclusive fitness

theory, and impact upon health? Attachment theory, although

explicitly based on the integration of evolutionary and etholo-

gical principles, has yet to incorporate conflictual inclusive-

fitness effects into its core precepts. Attachment centrally
involves psychological solicitation by the child, and response

(or not) by the carer, usually the mother. As described above,

offspring autosomal genes have been subjected to selection

for soliciting more physical investment from mothers than

they have been selected to provide, and paternally expressed

imprinted genes favour phenotypes that likewise increase soli-

citation whereas maternally expressed imprinted genes favour

the opposite. These considerations also apply to behavioural

and psychological investment, especially in humans for

whom early social-brain development assumes paramount

importance for mental health. For any given mother–offspring

dyad, child psychological health in the context of attachment

should thus be some function of the matching between child

solicitation and maternal supply, and the resulting levels of

maternal investment combined with its effectiveness [114].

This system of demand and supply exhibits two key fea-

tures, from an inclusive-fitness standpoint. First, presuming

predominant maternal control over attachment-related pheno-

types, and trade-offs affecting maternal allocation of resources

in this context, insecure attachment is not unexpected for a

substantial proportion of cases, as documented above. This

asymmetry is a simple consequence of maternal control,

which allows mothers to achieve their optimum as regards

attachment-related levels of investment. Second, developing

attachment interactions may be perturbed, by genetic, epige-

netic and environmental factors mediated by evolved conflict

systems, in either of two opposite directions: (i) towards inse-

cure attachment owing to under-solicitation, under-provision,

or both, or (ii) towards ‘overly secure’ attachment owing to

some combination of over-solicitation and over-provision.

Moreover, the proximate mechanisms should involve conflic-

tual inclusive-fitness effects, and the direction and magnitude

of such perturbations should be directly and causally connected

with specific psychological and psychiatric health outcomes.

For a child, paternal biases in brain imprinted-gene expression

are thus predicted to be associated with over-solicitation; by

contrast, maternal biases should be associated with reduced

solicitation [114]. How well are these expectations met?

Attachment systems originally evolved in stem placental

mammals, with the advent of viviparity, extensive maternal

care, lactation, relatively large brains and genomic imprinting

[83]. The neuropeptide oxytocin, which also originated around

this time, serves as a primary molecular mechanism for

mother–offspring bonding, in both directions, in addition to

its roles in labour-induction, lactation and infant sucking

[120]. Evidence from mice and humans indicates that knock-

outs of any of a suite of paternally expressed imprinted

genes lead to substantial reductions in numbers of oxytocin-

producing neurons in the hypothalamus, and impairments

of sucking by neonates [120–124]. Moreover, two of the

genes involved, PEG3 and NDN, represent central hubs of an

imprinted-gene coexpression network described by Varrault

et al. [125]. These findings indicate that imprinted-gene

expression exerts strong effects on oxytocinergic system devel-

opment in the brain, which impact upon costs imposed by

offspring on mothers in the direction predicted by the kinship

theory of imprinting. As such, intragenomic conflicts are also

implicated in the psychological phenotypes mediated by oxy-

tocin in humans, which include prosociality, empathy,

trust, ingroup–outgroup conceptualizations, perception of

kinship, and altruism [126–131].

These considerations suggest that oxytocin may serve as a

key hormonal mediator of inclusive-fitness maximizing, such
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that closer degrees of kinship, or perceived inclusive-fitness sal-

ience and benefit, elicit stronger oxytocin release and response.

As such, alterations to the oxytocinergic system (and interacting

dopaminergic, serotoninergic and other endocrine systems)

should have disproportionately large effects on psychological

health, construed in the context of ability to unconsciously

maximize one’s inclusive fitness. Direct evidence for oxytocin

effects, and imprinting effects, on attachment and its associated

psychiatric and psychological phenotypes in humans comes

from studies of three neurogenetic disorders involving

imprinted-gene dysregulation.

First, Prader–Willi syndrome is cause by the loss of pater-

nally biased imprinted-gene expression for a set of genes on

chromosome 15 (causing a maternal bias to development); it

is characterized in early childhood by low levels of solicitation

expressed as reduced and weak crying, extended sleep, reduced

sucking and weak attachment to the mother [93,132]. Numbers

of oxytocin neurons in the hypothalamus, and serum oxytocin,

are substantially reduced in this condition [133]. In adulthood, a

high proportion of individuals with Prader–Willi syndrome

also develop forms of schizophrenia or affective psychosis (psy-

chosis that includes depression), making it among the most

penetrant causes of psychotic-affective conditions [134]; more-

over, insecure childhood attachment is strongly associated

with other psychotic-affective conditions, including schizo-

phrenia [117]. The causal links between insecure attachment

and psychotic-affective conditions require further study, but

they may include under-development of the hypothalamic-

centred, limbic ‘paternal brain’ relative to the neocortical,

mentalistic ‘maternal brain’ [135], as well as childhood neglect,

maltreatment and abuse that dysregulate cognitive–affective

development [114,117,118].

Second, Angelman syndrome is caused by loss of function

for the maternally expressed imprinted gene UBE3A, which

thus produces a bias towards paternal imprinted gene interests

in development [135]. During early childhood, individuals with

Angelman syndrome show excessive degrees of solicitation to

parents, as implicated by extreme levels of crying, hyperactivity

and sleeplessness; they also, however, show high levels of posi-

tive mood, notably in social interactions [136,137]. Taken

together, these traits have been interpreted as essentially the

psychological opposite of Prader–Willi syndrome, whereby

increased paternal imprinted-gene influences favour increased

solicitation via activity and positive mood. Levels of serotonin

and dopamine are elevated in several brain regions of

UBE3A-knockout mice [138], but oxytocin has not been studied;

similarly, attachment to the mother has yet to be investigated.

Most children with Angelman syndrome, and with the

strongly overlapping disorders Rett syndrome and Pitt–

Hopkins syndrome, exhibit autism spectrum disorders [139],

with reduced development of mentalistic, neocortical, social–

cognitive skills. Surprisingly, among individuals with relatively

high-functioning autism, the frequency of insecure attachment

is not increased over normative levels [140]. Children with

autism certainly tend to impose higher time and energy

demands on parents, especially the mother, but the degree

to which less extreme and non-pathological autism spec-

trum phenotypes involve ‘overly secure’ attachment, which

retains elements of early childhood, psychologically simple

dependency on the mother [141], remains to be evaluated.

Third, Williams syndrome is caused by a small chromoso-

mal deletion that includes the transcription factor GTF2I, a

gene that shows a strong parent-specific expression bias
indicative of genomic imprinting [142]. This syndrome

involves hypersocial behaviour, whereby affected children

exhibit high levels of approach, social engagement and eye

contact [143,144]. GTF2I has been implicated in the social–

behavioural alterations in Williams syndrome, possibly

through association with the approximately threefold higher

levels of oxytocin found in this condition [145]. Given that

GTF2I shows a maternal-gene expression bias [146], reduced

dosage of its gene product (as in Williams syndrome) generates

a paternal expression bias. Williams syndrome is thus similar to

Angelman syndrome in that its major behavioural phenotypes

can be interpreted in the context of exaggerated attachment-

related behaviours, in conjunction with paternal biases to

imprinted gene expression. Despite the hypersocial solicitation

found in Williams syndrome, this syndrome has also, like

Angelman syndrome, been associated with reduced social

skills and autism spectrum phenotypes [146]. By contrast,

duplications of the Williams syndrome genomic region,

which can be predicted to involve reduced levels of oxytocin

and a maternal-gene bias, have recently been associated with

increased risk of schizophrenia [147], in apparent parallel

with Prader–Willi syndrome as described above.

Neurogenetic disorders such as Prader–Willi syndrome,

Angelman syndrome and Williams syndrome involve major

alterations to evolved systems of cognition and affect

(mood), but their phenotypes and genetic causes represent

extreme ends of continua that are expected to grade into nor-

mality. As such, variation in imprinted-gene expression and

effects, components of the oxytocinergic system, and other

causes of diversity in patterns of childhood attachment and

early social development are expected to exert strong effects

on the development of cooperation, altruism, empathy and

liability to alterations of sociality and behaviour expressed in

personality disorders and psychiatric conditions. For example

(1) Dependent personality disorder involves extreme levels of

dependence-related and attachment-related behaviour in

conjunction with maladaptively high expression of the

five-factor model personality dimension of agreeableness

[148]. This condition has been interpreted as involving

pathologically elevated levels of altruism and self-sacrifice

[148,149], and may be mediated by ‘overly secure’ attach-

ment. By contrast, narcissistic and antisocial personality

disorders can be interpreted in the context of pathologi-

cally high levels of selfishness (and low agreeableness)

[150], at an opposite extreme. These considerations suggest

the possibility of psychological ‘disorders of inclusive fit-

ness maximizing’, involving either hyperaltruism (with

behaviour expressed even if rb 2c , 0) or hypoaltruism

(with rb� c� 0 required for behavioural expression);

(2) Borderline personality disorder, which is strongly

mediated by insecure attachment and childhood mal-

treatment, involves dysregulation of the oxytocinergic

system [151] but enhancement of empathy-related,

‘mind-reading’ skills, compared with controls [152];

(3) Neuroticism, anxiety and depression in adolescent and

young adult females may commonly result from high

levels of altruism-related empathy and social sensitivity,

coupled with stressful or abusive family environments

[153,154].

Such examples are important given the continuity between

normal personality variation, personality disorders and
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psychiatric disorders [155], which indicates that considerations

from inclusive fitness theory—a key to understanding altruism

and cooperation—can provide strong links between normal

and dysfunctional behaviour.

A final consideration from inclusive fitness theory for

human psychological health is intragenomic conflicts

expressed in the brain that affect cognition, affect and behav-

iour in contexts other than mother–child interactions

[156,157]. This topic, mentioned above in the contexts of

Prader–Willi, Angelman and Williams syndromes, has been

discussed extensively [157], based on the expectation that

some psychiatric disorders, especially autism and psychotic-

affective disorders, including schizophrenia, represent, in

part, extreme and maladaptive effects of biases towards

either paternal imprinted-gene expression (towards a more

self-oriented, less social ‘paternal brain’), or maternal (towards

an other-oriented, social ‘maternal brain’). Empirically, this

question can be addressed by studying the effects of genetic

and epigenetic variation in imprinted genes (and their

expression levels) on psychological traits related to sociality

and modular brain architecture and functions, especially in

non-clinical populations where pathology does not confound

the results. For example, the imprinted schizophrenia-risk

gene GABRB2 harbours a SNP allele that is associated with

both more severe psychosis in schizophrenia, and with

higher degrees of altruism in healthy individuals [158]; such

associations of imprinting with altruism were predicted from

models developed by Úbeda & Gardner [106,107,159].

Similarly, SNPs of the imprinted gene LRRTM1 influence

both schizophrenia risk and handedness [160], which sug-

gests that the largest scale of modularity in the human brain,

left–right hemispheric differentiation for language and other

social traits, is modulated by effects of imprinting and

intragenomic conflict.

Studying mental illness from inclusive-fitness perspectives

requires careful integration of psychology, neuroscience and

psychiatry with evolutionary biology. For students of social be-

haviour and evolution, it is important to realize that psychiatric

conditions can be conceptualized and studied as disorders of

usually adaptive social behaviour, such that they can be ana-

lysed using theory and methods for understanding typical

human and animal sociality.
4. Discussion
Hamiltonian medicine represents a central field within evol-

utionary medicine because the primary agents involved in

human health—microbes, human cells, genes and human

individuals—are all social, and are all governed by the

same general rules and mechanisms for maximizing inclusive

fitness. The key to developing and applying Hamiltonian

medicine thus becomes the forging of connections of health

with the causes and consequences of conflictual and coopera-

tive interactions among kin, including altruism, mutualism,

parasitism and spite. In this context, intragenomic and inter-

genomic conflicts mediate health through the evolution of

conflict-related systems that become targets for dysregula-

tion, through deviations from human phenotypic optima

that follow from perpetuation or resolution of conflicts, and

through conflicts between alleles or genotypes of disease

microbes, other parasites or cancer cells. By contrast,

cooperation can mediate health when it occurs between
genetically related agents of disease, or among other related

agents whose interactions influence disease risks and impacts.

Across all of the diverse principles described here, genetic

relatedness represents the same variable: the probability that

an entity generating a social action is genetically identical

by descent or horizontal transfer, at the locus controlling

the action, with the recipient, in the context of a given popu-

lation. For autosomal genes in humans and other metazoans,

levels of relatedness are straightforward products of meiotic

links. However, for non-autosomal genes in metazoans, and

for microbes or cancer cells, relatedness and inclusive-fitness

effects must be conceptualized more carefully, in terms of an

allele’s effects on replication of copies of itself (strictly, rela-

tive to alternative alleles at the locus) in other entities, be

they groups of pure or mixed-clone bacterial cells [9], more

or less genetically divergent human cells within an individ-

ual [79], or interacting humans themselves. Across all of

these contexts, Hamilton’s rule can also be expanded to

include forms of social interaction based on trait-sharing

(‘kind’ selection) and feedback of social trait effects on the

actor’s fitness (‘kith’ selection) [161]; this formalization

allows the application of Hamilton’s rule across an even

wider array of situations affecting fitness and health, from

genes to groups.

A second key commonality that emerges from the prin-

ciples of Hamiltonian medicine is the importance of control

over kin-selected phenotypes that influence health, because

patterns and degrees of control mediate resolution or continu-

ance that may impact upon the health of all parties concerned.

Thus, one party may ‘win’ to the health detriment of the other

[112], a dynamic ‘tug-of-war’ may ensue with actual or poten-

tial health costs to both parties [88], conflict may be repressed

by some agent that is more powerful than the competing par-

ties (with possible costs to suppression) [162] or conflicts may

escalate, with increasing costs and potential for dysregula-

tory effects [91,92,112]. Outcomes of such conflicts are likely

to be predictable only on a case-by-case basis, because they

depend on the proximate mechanisms of interaction. Such con-

siderations should compel close collaboration between medical

and evolutionary scientists, and cross-disciplinary training.

Genes may be more or less powerful in competitive or

cooperative interactions through such effects as earlier timing

of expression during development, regulation of stem cells, a

higher degree of pleiotropy, or mutualistic and synergistic

interactions with genes that share their inclusive-fitness inter-

ests. Imprinted genes appear to represent instances of just

such effects, as described above, and X chromosomal genes

may exhibit similar patterns in expression of genomic influence

[84,88]. Despite such conflicts, the overwhelming autosomal

majority of genes in the human genome suggests that auto-

somes, and genomes, should evolve towards repression of

health-related intragenomic conflicts, through such effects as

canalization of development or stabilization of conflictual

interactions between gene products.

Cells may also vary in power, as in microbes or tumours,

through signals to other cells that modulate their gene

expression, survival, replication and differentiation patterns,

or through secretion of products that directly modify cellular

behaviour. Here, examples include the diverse forms of

microbial social interaction described above, and cancer

cells that secrete growth factors and other compounds to

stimulate cell division, differentiation or death [60]. Ability

to efficiently accrue resources by such means, and exhibit
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relatively rapid clonal expansion, should represent the most

common targets of selection for microbes and cancer cells,

although other evolutionary–ecological situations appear to

favour cells that can persist through unfavourable or harsh

conditions, such as treatment with therapeutic agents.

Human individuals and groups obviously differ in power,

be it physiological (as between mother and fetus), physical

(as for parties that differ in strength or mobility), social

(through coalitions, information or leverage), institutional (col-

lectively established) or military (conflictual) [163]. In humans,

social–behavioural effects on health thus depend not just

on divergences between related individuals or groups in opti-

mal inclusive-fitness maximizing phenotypes, but also on

asymmetries in ability to reach one’s optima.

A third noteworthy aspect of Hamiltonian medicine is its

emphasis on relatedness to non-descendent as well as descen-

dent kin, which adds a new dimension to health because it

expands the scope for altruistic behaviour that, by definition,

imposes phenotypic, potentially health-related, costs on

actors. This consideration further highlights the overlap and

divergences between optimal health (whereby a phenotypic

state is maximized) and maximization of inclusive fitness

(whereby alleles are selected for by causing phenotypic

states that increase their success in replication). Good health

is thus expected to lead to maximal inclusive fitness to the

extent that it allows pursuit of the most effective means to

do so. However, given the natural selection of senescence,

deviations from an optimal health state are increasingly

expected as residual reproductive value declines following

young adulthood. Reduced health may, of course, commonly

also be a direct result of maximizing inclusive fitness through

investments in offspring and other kin. Inclusive fitness and

health may thus sometimes trade-off, but individuals are

expected to strive for maximal inclusive fitness nonetheless.

What is optimal mental health, from such an inclusive-fitness

perspective? Natural selection is predicted to maximize not hap-

piness or psychological well-being [164], but continual efforts to

increase inclusive fitness via aspects of cognition, affect and

behaviour, subject to each individual’s capabilities and environ-

ment. From this viewpoint, deviations from happiness are not

unexpected and should take particular, predictable forms. For

example, mild depression can be interpreted as a psychological

response to perceived or actual impediments that hinder success

in striving [165–167], whereas mania in bipolar disorder can

be construed as risky, runaway striving [168]. In both cases,

the psychiatric disorders represent extreme, maladaptive

expressions of inclusive-fitness maximizing mechanisms that

are beneficial in relatively mild forms, although antithetical at

least to short-term mental well-being.

The primary implication of this perspective is that mental

health treatments that smooth an individual’s optimal path

to maximizing inclusive fitness should be more effective than

treatments that attempt to increase happiness or well-being

by any other means. Most generally, psychological health

may be regarded in terms of ongoing success in inclusive-

fitness striving, which should engender deviations from

happiness only to the extent that motivation trades off with

contentment. The fundamental distinction between the neuro-

logical systems for ‘wanting’ compared with ‘liking’ [169], and

their associations with integrated operation of the oxytocin,

dopamine and serotonin systems, dovetail directly with this

inclusive-fitness perspective, and provide clear avenues for

synthesizing proximate with ultimate approaches.
What insights have the principles of Hamiltonian medicine

provided in this article, and what medical and evolutionary

studies should it strongly motivate? Hamiltonian medicine

has been most thoroughly developed thus far in the context

of social interactions among infectious human disease

agents, especially bacteria. However, most major human

pathogens remain virtually unstudied from inclusive-fitness

perspectives, with regard to (i) genetic relatedness among

interacting microbial cells, (ii) the diversity of cooperative,

competitive and socially exploitative microbial behaviours

displayed across microbial taxa (and their effects on viru-

lence) and (iii) how symptoms and transmission mechanisms

of infectious disease are modulated by human interactions

within and between families and larger social groups.

In addition, despite the emerging importance of mutualistic

human microbial symbionts to the maintenance of human

health, none appear to have been studied, as yet, from

inclusive-fitness perspectives.

Evolutionary and ecological approaches to understanding

and fighting cancer have burgeoned over the last ten years.

However, despite empirically based studies by Gloria Hepp-

ner in the 1980s and 1990s that described ‘tumour cell

societies’ as key to cancer progression [56], none of this

work has proceeded from basic, established inclusive-fitness

principles for understanding and analysing interactions

between more or less related entities. We have sketched out

a framework for such studies, drawing on the extensive

social–behavioural parallels, but also differences, between

microbial cells and cancer cells.

Human social interactions, especially among kin in

early life, appear to represent among the most potent and

pervasive determinants of mental health throughout the life-

span, both directly and through gene-by-environment

interactions. We have sought to integrate inclusive-fitness

considerations into attachment theory, the primary theoreti-

cal framework for understanding early social–behavioural

interactions that shape brain development and lifetime

risks for personality and psychiatric disorders. In doing

so, a potential role for the neuropeptide oxytocin has

emerged as a metric or indicator for socially cooperative

and altruistic or mutualistic inclusive-fitness salience.

Does oxytocin generate the pleasures of cooperation and

social solidarity, especially with kin, while other hormones

such as vasopressin and testosterone serve more as mechan-

isms to modulate cognitive and emotional conceptions of

behavioural costs and benefits? How do genomic con-

flicts involving the oxytocinergic system modulate human

psychological health?

W. D. Hamilton took a sceptical view of modern medicine

that he believed could, in the long run, lead to excessive depen-

dence on technology [170]. We suggest that Hamiltonian

medicine itself, which centres on evolved mechanisms for max-

imizing human health through its focus on the kinship-related

social behaviours of cells, genes and individuals, represents a

useful way forward—one that we think Hamilton would

have appreciated. This approach will be demanding because

it requires evolutionary-, ecological- and behavioural-minded

biologists to master challenging subfields of medicine. Such

studies, however, will have the added benefit of accelerating

insights into the major unresolved questions in evolutionary

biology, ecology and behaviour, given that microbes and

humans also represent our best-understood research systems

from proximate, mechanistic perspectives.
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